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“He was born, he thought, and he died…The rest is pure anecdote.”  —Derrida on Heidegger speaking
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The story’s end –
death – infuses
every moment of
life. [5]    — Sreshta
Rit Premnath

of the biography of Aristotle [1].

In The Book of Dead Philosophers Simon Critchley chronicles some of the known anecdotes surrounding

the deaths of the philosophers and sets out the task of valorizing philosophy itself as the ultimate

consummation: “To philosophize is to learn how to die.” [2]. Critchley points out that for some

philosophers–Plato, Montaigne, Heidegger et al.–death was the “inspiring genius of philosophy” [3]. As

muse, we may consider death to philosophy as philosophy is to art. Whether art’s musings towards

philosophy takes shape as ontic or ontological—that is, as specific to an entity (person or school of

thought) or to philosophical thought and its social spirit more generally—the bind between the two

disciplines is incessantly knotty and, as many from both sides will avow, inherently co-dependent.

 

On two separate occasions late in 2013 (in Vancouver BC and New York City), I attended talks by Hito

Steyerl and Sreshta Rit Premnath in the absence of the material works Adorno’s Grey and Storey’s End.

Both works rely on an adherence to absence, the locus of the myth and to the mise en scéne of history as

reality. What manifests across their materializations of the intersections of art and philosophy is the role

of speculative anecdote surrounding the lives of two philosophers, Theodor W. Adorno and Ludwig

Wittgenstein.

 

For the philosophers that Critchley writes about, the speculative register of anecdote concerns their

individuated takes on death. Emmanuel Levinas’ pronouncement of death as the “impossibility of

possibility” comes as a direct inversion of Martin Heidegger’s view of death as the “possibility of

impossibility” [4]. In both instances and by direct parley of these apparent contradictions, speculation

becomes a unifying and binding register. No person can know their own death, what shape it will take

and how it will occur, and so the story of one’s death falls to others.

 

Part II.
Sreshta Rit Premnath’s exhibition Storey’s End exhibited

at Galerie Nordenhake in Berlin in 2011, takes its name

from the address where Viennese philosopher Ludwig

Wittgenstein composed his posthumous text On

Certainty shortly before he died. In the single room

located along Lindenstraße—a space that I visited

during an exhibition on death and the afterlife a few

years following Premnath’s own meditations—a morass

of narratives and conjectures surrounding the

prominent philosopher conflate via language, puns, and

a circuitry of visual devices. The press release, which

props the show up as a post-modernist detective plot, becomes a kind of strategy for absorbing

the show’s apocryphal approach to the dual transparency and opacity of history as reality. In

Storey’s End it is the dual notion of color that proposes a relationship between parts played by the

hyper-real gradients of green and blue, as in the cinematic conventions of the blue and green

screens. These overtly realized colors are extruded from our naturalized experience of the world

(for example from the spectrum we would typically witness within nature), and thus present

themselves as proxies that are able to be replaced infinite numbers of times and in a diverse

range of ways. Philosophically speaking, the slippage of the green and blue and the role these

colors play independent of their relationship as a duo (gradient), ties in with notions and acts of
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visible absence that Premnath explores in his practice more generally. It is Premnath’s belief that

upon implicating a green or bluescreen as a body or other physical entity, we render the void

present and in so doing “preempt an image where there is non” [6]. These particular colors are able

to interrogate specific histories through their perceived role as tools for substitution and in their

ability to flip the script when it comes to perceived channels of fact and fiction. Where in Toners,

Dyes the splay of green to blue is presented through inkjet print and acrylic paint across five

mirrored mylar panels, the piece depicts a fragmented scene whereby detective fiction writer

Norbet Davis is firing a gun at a non-referent and out-of-frame target.

(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/wp-content/uploads/Toners_Dyes.jpg)

Sreshat Rit Premnath Toners, Dyes, 2011, acrylic paint and inkjet print on mirrored mylar, 5 parts, each

213 x 61 cm. © Sreshta Rit Premnath, 2011.

“… if I say  >I have locked the man up fast in the room – there is only one door left open<  – then I simply

haven’t locked him in at all; his being locked in is a sham. … An enclosure with a hole in it is as good as

none.”   –Wittgenstein in Philosophical Investigations [7]

As told by Norman Malcolm (a former student of Wittgenstein’s) in Ludwig Wittgenstein: A

Memoir, it was his desire to be put in touch with Davis to praise him for his detective story

Rendezvous With Fear, which he had read with great delight in 1948. Unfortunately this wish was

never consummated and in 1949 Davis took his own life. Given that Wittgenstein’s philosophical

work was concerned with the exposure of deception and with transparency of facts by means of

eliminating apparent constructs (typical also of the primary motivations of detective plots), the

circuits of irony that Premnath employs to open Storey’s End up is all the more efficacious. The

interactions of material strategies in Premnath’s work—for example the green and blue screens

and the cut-out—play out in Storey’s End where elements of the plot enter into conversation with

one another via visual puns. As in Toners, Dyes where Davis’ gun points beyond the frame,

Premnath has positioned a canvas cut out of an Yves Klein-like blue screen (Eclipse) on an

adjacent wall, to acquaint with the assumed trajectory of the bullet.
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(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/wp-content/uploads/Eclipse-2011_web.jpg)

Sreshta Rit Premnath Eclipse, 2011, bluescreen paint on cut canvas, 428 x 236 cm. © Sreshta Rit

Premnath, 2011

(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/wp-content/uploads/Eclipse2.jpg)

Sreshta Rit Premnath Eclipse, 2011, metallic c-print, diptych, each 61 x 47,5 cm. © Sreshta Rit

Premnath, 2011.

X = 1/2X + 1/4X + 1/8X + 1/16X + 1/32 X… and so on, leading up to the impossible zero. [8]

For Premnath, the eclipse is simultaneously a figure and a metaphor of negation. An eclipse can

only ever see the one side of its reality, with the other side residing in blindness. The referents

and strategies for canceling out and negating that Storey’s End valorize, corroborates Premnath’s
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tenet that zero is the most capable—denomination, form, value—of aligning with infinity.

Elsewhere in an artist book and an installation, Premnath allegorizes this notion of infinity

through his references to Jorge Luis Borges’ story The Aleph which draws a narrative around an

unimaginable point in space; El Aleph, Infinity. As a political strategy, Premnath draws attention

to the anticipated presence of things—things awaiting meaning-making, signification or collective

articulation—through an exposure of their absence or hollow gesturing towards a perpetual

future.  As in the installation Zero Knot (Art Basel, 2010) it is the political gesturing of hands in

action, dislocated from the body and the material apparatus that extend such praxis. From the

makeshift wooden pickets of the streets to the brazen and lofty political monuments that hover

above, Premnath has expropriated these objects from the world and into the gallery, reassigning

them their new status as ciphers; simultaneously present and absent.

(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/wp-content/uploads/IMG_6306.jpg)

Sreshta Rit Premnath Zero Knot. Installation view at Art Statements, Art Basel 41. © Sreshta Rit

Premnath, 2010.
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(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/wp-content/uploads/img_0729.jpg)

Srehsta Rit Premnath Blue Book, Moon Rock. Multiple media. Variabe size. © Sreshta Rit Premnath,

2009.

In 1969, running parallel to the events making history within the grey walls of the Goethe-

Universitat, the first pictorial and hard evidence rebounded from the surface of the moon back to

earth. Four decades later in 2009, Premnath appropriates these  snippets of evidence to speak to

the ways in which we create fragmentary realities by stitching together such residuals of past and

present. Much like the way Steyerl presents the evidence of Adorno’s Grey to us as shaky, super-

imposed layers of sub-text, Premnath’s Blue Book, Moon Rock sees a parity of certain ontic and

ontological devices for a reading on certainty and visibility. In one part of the work we see a page

taken from Wittgenstein’s Blue Book (one of many philosophical journals he kept) with all but the

passage “…(We ought to talk further on about the meaning of “forgetting the meaning of a word”)

blacked out. Next to this sits the image of the moon rock. Making their company within the

installation are various opaque and transparent canopies and instruments for measuring. The

title of the piece itself is positioned so that if you were to repeat it numerous times at increasing

speed, the pairs of single-syllable words would start to loose their singularity in favor of a

humming circuitry. As an ancillary language game, this kind of exercise would bring us closer to an

understanding of the ways that Premnath curates the material and conceptual strands of his

work in favor of the perceived relationship to the whole. Rock + Shadow = Rock + Not Rock = Rock

– Rock = 0. [9] Premnath’s curatorial project On Certainty pays homage to Wittgenstein’s last

concrete—albeit unfinished—work (the last passage is dated 27 April, the day before his death).

The project was shown at Bose Pacia Gallery in New York in 2009 and offered the opportunity

for artists, physicists, neurologists, economists and writers to consider the notion of certainty

against its counter, uncertainty. Drawing out Wittgenstein’s incomplete mediations from within

the pages of On Certainty, Premnath poses the question: What is the position of the witness (who

represents an event) and the authentic subject (who represents a group) in knowledge production? [10].

For Premnath, the triad of projects directly inspired by Wittgenstein’s analytical philosophy

—Storey’s End, Blue Book, Moon Rock and On Certainty—are his way of grappling with the legacy of

such speculative registers that continue to “haunt conceptual strategies in art practice.” [11]. The
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polysemic junction of Premnath’s thinking, slipping at once from the social and political clarity of

Historical Materialism to the more notional and abstracted relations of Analytic Philosophy, can

be traced throughout his practice as an artist, teacher and editor. Where he sees the site of his

artistic practice as ineffective in addressing a didactic approach, he is more open about

facilitating such registers of engagement as an educator within and beyond the classroom. This

same kind of flexibility applies to the space he has carved through his magazine Shifter, which

favors a more collaborative and theoretically experimental approach.

(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/wp-content/uploads/ZeroKnot-111.jpg)

Sreshta Rit Premnath, Zero Knot. Metallic C-Print on Wood, Blue Tape. 76cm x 152cm. © Sreshta Rit

Premnath, 2010.
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(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/wp-content/uploads/ZeroKnot-71.jpg)

© Sreshta Rit Premnath, 2010.

Premnath’s personal history with education could be understood as a significant and contributing

factor towards the way he values pedagogy and its power to instigate conversation within and

around artistic practice. Having been educated in Eastern and Western philosophy (he first

attended a school under the teachings of J. Krishnamurti in his native India before moving to New

York as an art student), it is apparent that the triad of perspectives engaged in his work may be

guided by such a ranging philosophical footing in his life. As a response to George Bernard Shaw’s

remark “He who can, does; he who cannot, teaches”, Shifter Magazine presented their twentieth

issue What We Can Knot by taking to what they believe as Shaw’s false binary, to provoke a

relation of entanglement between an individual’s role as artist and educator. In light of some of

the strategies that Premnath and Steyerl employ to lead us to the quip of cultural and political

aporia in its perpetuated motion is the cipher of youth itself; a cultural collective of bodies and

minds forever pushing towards an unrequited future.

As referenced in The Color of Experience, Walter Benjamin’s own personal relationship to youth

movements—The Life of Students having been written after the suicide of his friend the poet

Friedrich Heinle—is bound intimately to his understanding of the phenomenology of experience.

For Benjamin, the ‘youth’ are nothing and yet, embodying the future, they feel they are potentially

everything; destitute and excluded from adult culture, they bear the promise of the absolute: Youth

stands in the centre of the emergence of the new…The youth are powerless in the present, but bear the

mark of the future in their responsibility for the struggle…” [12]. As with the primary function of the

knot, the beginning point must become its end point, so that the logic of the bind can manifest to

that which we call and perceive as a knot. Thus is the shape and contour of the multi-scalar

activity of life towards death, whereby the entire exercise is side stepped and in turn reinforced

by a series of riddles and puns. As a meditation on the unending rapprochement of art and

philosophy (as to life and death), both Steyerl and Premnath set about to create works that act as

material and philosophical knots only to have untied themselves. For Hegel, experience itself was

understood as the annulment of an old object with the emergence of a new object for

consciousness and that this new object would itself be negated. For many a reason—and here I
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 Art Statements(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/tag/art-statements/)

Galerie Nordenhake(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/tag/galerie-nordenhake/)

Goethe-Universitat(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/tag/goethe-universitat/)

Ludwig Wittgenstein(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/tag/ludwig-wittgenstein/)

Martin Heidegger(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/tag/martin-heidegger/)

could talk about the apparent cyclical innuendo of both works or to the degree by which the

artists get to the apparent crux of their projects via a retro-active path hinged to the steadfast

act of revealing and negating— Adorno’s Grey and Storey’s End are both works that set out to

accomplish a similar rebuttal of sentient. Whether these objects of renewal and refutation are

chosen for their aesthetic, philosophical or material signification, once the appropriate knot has

been untied, the compulsion is to join the ends where they begin, re-loop and start again.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Read Art After The End Of Philosophy. Part I: Hito Steyerl’s Adorno’s Grey

here(http://www.caretsandsticks.com/2014/06/art-after-the-end-of-philosophypart-i-hito-steyerls-adornos-grey-test/)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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